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The Blonder-Tinkham-Klapwijk approach is applied to studying spin-polarized quasiparticle transport in
ferromagnet ~FM!/d-wave superconductor ~SC! junctions by taking into account the roughness of the interfa-
cial barrier, broken time-reversal symmetry ~BTRS! states near the surface of the SC, and exchange interac-
tions in the FM. It is shown that ~1! the exchange splitting in the FM decreases the height of the zero-bias
conductance peak ~ZBCP! and may induce a zero-bias conductance dip ~ZBCD!, ~2! the presence of the BTRS
states in the SC may make the ZBCP split into two peaks, and ~3! the interface roughness obstructs the ZBCP
splitting and decreases the height of the ZBCP. The calculated results can account for the ZBCD observed
experimentally in La2/3Ba1/3MnO3 /DyBa2Cu3O7 and La2/3Ba1/3MnO3 /YBa2Cu3O72d junctions.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.144520 PACS number~s!: 74.80.Fp, 74.50.1r, 74.76.BzThe tunneling spectroscopy in normal-metal/
superconductor ~NM/SC! tunnel junctions can provide useful
information on the superconducting mechanism and gap. It
was indicated theoretically that the unconventional d-wave
symmetry could lead to phenomena such as midgap surface
states1 and a zero-bias conductance peak2 ~ZBCP! due to the
sign change in the pair potential. Observations of a ZBCP in
the in-plane conductance were reported for NM/SC tunnel
junctions on oriented high-Tc superconducting films such as
YBa2Cu3O72d ,2–7 Tl2Ba2CaCu2O,6 Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d ,
and La1.85Sr0.15CuO4 ~Ref. 7! films. The peak height in the
experiment was found to be somewhat lowered compared
with that in the theory; the agreement in the peak height was
suggested to be improved by taking account of impurity scat-
tering and interface roughness in the calculation.2 It is highly
desirable to perform a serious calculation on the interface
roughness effect on the ZBCP.8 On the other hand, it was
reported that when a magnetic field of a few tesla was ap-
plied, some of the ZBCP’s split into two peaks, while some
of them only broadened without splitting.2 Further, a ZBCP
splitting of a few meV was observed at low temperatures in
zero field.9 The splitting of the ZBCP was attributed to the
presence of a spontaneously broken time-reversal symmetry
phase in the surface state of a dx22y2 state.10 However, the
presence of the ZBCP splitting at zero field and the absence
of the splitting in some junctions under applied magnetic
fields are yet to be understood theoretically.
Recently, transport properties in hybrid structures be-
tween ferromagnet ~FM! and high-Tc SC’s have received
considerable theoretical and experimental attention.11–16 For
a La2/3Ba1/3MnO3 /DyBa2Cu3O7 junction, a zero-bias con-
ductance dip ~ZBCD! was observed at zero field and low
temperatures, and was attributed to a suppression of Andreev
reflection17 ~AR! as a consequence of high spin polarization0163-1829/2001/63~14!/144520~6!/$20.00 63 1445in the half metallic FM.15 Very recently, the differential con-
ductance in La2/3Ba1/3MnO3 /YBa2Cu3O72d junctions was
detected by Sawa et al.,16 exhibiting a small central peak in
the ZBCD. The tunneling spectroscopy of the FM/d-wave
SC junctions were analyzed theoretically.18–20 Qualitative
features in the zero-bias conductance may be reproduced, the
effects of the exchange interactions in the FM or/and in the
barrier, the barrier height, and the Fermi wave-vector mis-
match between the FM and SC regions have also been stud-
ied.
In this paper, we extend the Blonder-Tinkham-Klapwijk
~BTK! theory,21 which was previously used to calculate dif-
ferential conductance of an NM/s-wave SC junction, to
study that of an FM/d-wave SC junction by taking into ac-
count the broken time-reversal symmetry ~BTRS! states and
the barrier roughness. The former is considered by introduc-
ing an s-wave component near the surface of the d-wave SC,
forming a mixed (d1is)-wave state.10,22 The rough barrier
is described by a complex d-function potential with the real
and imaginary prefactors indicating the barrier strength and
roughness, respectively. It is shown that the BTRS states
may give rise to a splitting of the ZBCP, while the barrier
roughness plays a role in obstructing the splitting of the
ZBCP. As a result, whether or not the ZBCP splits into two
peaks is determined by a competition between the above two
factors. Both the exchange splitting in the FM and the inter-
face roughness result in a decrease in height of the ZBCP. In
the case of the half metallic FM, the ZBCD behavior ob-
served in experiments can be reproduced by taking account
of the interface roughness effects.
Consider an FM/SC junction structure of semi-infinite FM
and SC films separated by a very thin insulating film at x
50. As shown in Fig. 1, there are three regions: an FM
region of x,0, a bulk SC region of x.L with a pure d-wave©2001 The American Physical Society20-1
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(d1is)-wave state in which the time-reversal symmetry is
locally broken. As is well understood, an inhomogeneity in a
d-wave SC will induce an s-wave component, such as the
surface of a d-wave SC and the FM/d-wave SC interface
under consideration here.10,22,23 Owing to proximity effects
of the FM/SC structure, a BTRS state must appear at the
surface SC region of thickness at least equal to the supercon-
ducting coherence length j . Such a BTRS state should be
assumed to be the (d1is)-wave state, and L to be of the
order of j . The pair potential takes different forms in the
three regions. D(x)50 for x,0. For x.L , D(x)5D6d
5D0 cos(2us72a), where D1d and D2d stand for the pair po-
tentials for electronlike and holelike quasiparticles, respec-
tively, a is the angle between the a axis of the crystal and the
interface normal, and us has been indicated in Fig. 1. For 0
,x,L , D(x)5D6m 5Dd cos(2us72a)1iDs , where Dd and
Ds are the magnitude of the d- and s-wave components of the
pair potential, respectively. It is worth noting that the effec-
tive pair potentials experienced by the electronlike and hole-
like excitations in the d-wave SC are usually different and
may even have opposite signs under certain circumstances.
We adopt the Bogoliubov-de Gennes ~BdG! approach24 to
study the FM/SC junction. Within the Stoner model, the mo-
tion of conduction electrons inside the FM can be described
by an effective single-particle Hamiltonian with an exchange
interaction. In the absence of spin-flip scattering, the spin-
dependent ~four-component! BdG equations are decoupled
into two sets of ~two-component! equations: one for the
spin-up electronlike and spin-down holelike quasiparticle
wave functions (u↑ , v↓), the other for (u↓ , v↑).18 The BdG
equation for (u↑ , v↓) is given by
FH0~r!2h~r! D~x ,u!
D!~x ,u! 2H0~r!!2h~r!
GFu↑~x ,u!v↓~x ,u!G5EFu↑~x ,u!v↓~x ,u!G .
~1!
FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of reflections and transmissions of
quasiparticles in the FM/SC junction.14452Here H0(r)52\2„r2/2m1V(r)2EF with V(r) the usual
static potential, and h(r)5h0Q(2x) with h0 the exchange
energy in the FM and Q(x) the unit step function. The ex-
citation energy E is measured relative to the Fermi energy
EF . For the d- or (d1is)-wave SC, both u↑ and v↓ as well
as D are angle dependent.
In the presence of interface roughness, the FM/SC inter-
face barrier at x50 can be described by a d-type potential
d(x) with a random roughness function g(y ,z) so that the
barrier potential is given by U(r)5Ud(x)g(y ,z). In the
Green’s function approach under the ‘‘white noise’’ approxi-
mation, the self-energy contains an imaginary part indepen-
dent of momentum. It then follows that the interface barrier
may be modeled by an effective interface potential25
Ud~x !5~U01ˆ 2iPtˆ 3!d~x !, ~2!
where 1ˆ is the unit matrix and tˆ 3 the Pauli matrix. In this
effective potential, U0 indicates the barrier strength and P
describes the scattering effect during tunneling through the
rough barrier.
Consider a beam of spin-up electrons incident on the in-
terface at x50 from the FM at an angle u to the interface
normal. As shown in Fig. 1, there are four possible trajecto-
ries: normal reflection (b↑), Andreev reflection (a↓), trans-
mission to the SC as electronlike quasiparticles (e↑), and
transmission as holelike quasiparticles ( f ↓). We wish to
point out here that the AR coefficient a↓ is labeled with
subscript ↓ because the AR results in an electron deficiency
in the spin-down subband of the FM, even though it is at
times called a spin-up hole. With general solutions of the
BdG equation ~1!, the wave functions in three regions are
described by
C I5S 10 D eiq↑x cos u1a↓S 01 D eiq↓x cos uA1b↑S 10 D e2iq↑x cos u
~3a!
for x,0,
C II5e↑S u1m eif1m
v1
m D eik1m x cos us1 f ↓S v2m eif2mu2m D e2ik2m x cos us
1g↑S u2m eif2m
v2
m D e2ik¯2m x cos us1h↓S v1m eif1mu1m D eik¯1m x cos us
~3b!
for 0,x,L , and
C III5c↑S u1d eif1d
v1
d D eik1d x cos us1d↓S v2d eif2du2d D e2ik2d x cos us
~3c!
for x.L . Here q↑.A2m(EF1h0)/\2 and q↓
.A2m(EF2h0)/\2, indicating different Fermi wave vec-
tors for the spin-up and spin-down subbands in the FM. In
the surface SC region, k6
m 5kF@16AE22uD6m u2/EF#1/2 and
k¯6
m 5kF@17AE22uD6m u2/EF#1/2; and in the bulk SC region,0-2
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d 5kF@16AE22uD6d u2/EF#1/2, where kF5A2mEF /\2 is
the Fermi wave vector in the SC. All the wave vectors in
Eqs. ~3b! and ~3c!, k6
m
, k¯6
m and k6
d
, are approximately equal
to kF . (u6m )2512(v6m )25 12 (11A12uD6m /Eu2) and (u6d )2
512(v6d )25 12 (11A12uD6d /Eu2). In Eqs. ~3b! and ~3c!,
f6
m and f6
d are given by
f6
m 5cos21F cos 2~us7a!Acos22~us7a!1~Ds /Dd!2G , ~4a!
f6
d 5cos21F cos 2~us7a!ucos 2~us7a!uG . ~4b!
In the FM, q↑ is greater than q↓ due to the presence of the
exchange splitting 2h0. Also, neither of them is equal to kF
in the SC. However, they must satisfy the condition
q↑ sin u5q↓ sin uA5kF sin us to guarantee the conservation of
the momentum components parallel to the interface. As a
result, u , uA , and us differ from each other except when u
50; in the present case, q↑.kF.q↓ so that uA,us,u .
With increasing u , both uA and us become large. As u ex-
ceeds sin21(q↓ /q↑), the x component of the wave vector in
the AR process Aq↓22q↑2 sin2u will become purely imaginary
so that the Andreev reflected quasiparticles do not propagate,
and they were referred to as virtual AR. Further, when u
.sin21(kF /q↑), the transmitted quasiparticles do not propa-
gate and so the net charge current from the FM to SC van-
ishes.
All coefficients in Eqs. ~3a!–~3c! can be determined by
boundary conditions at x50 and x5L . They are c II(0)
5c I(0), (dc II /dx)x502(dc I /dx)x5052mUc I(0)/\2,
c II(L)5c III(L), and (dc II /dx)x5L5(dc III /dx)x5L . Us-
ing the boundary conditions on the wave functions and car-
rying out a little tedious algebra, we find
a↓54r↑u¯2v¯ 1e2if1
m
/D , ~5!
b↑5$@2~ iZ11Z2!2r↑21#@2~ iZ12Z2!2r↓11#v¯_
3v¯ 2e
i(f2
m
2f1
m )2@2~ iZ11Z2!2r↑11#
3@2~ iZ12Z2!2r↓21#u¯1u¯2%/D , ~6!
with
D5@2~ iZ11Z2!1r↑11#@2~ iZ12Z2!2r↓21#u¯1u¯2
2@2~ iZ11Z2!1r↑21#@2~ iZ12Z2!
2r↓11#v¯ 1v¯ 2ei(f2
m
2f1
m )
, ~7!
u¯65u6
m 2Q6v6m , ~8!
v¯ 65v6
m 2Q6u6m , ~9!
Q15
v1
m u1
d ei(f2
m
2f1
m )2u1
m v1
d
u1
m u1
d ei(f2
m
2f1
m )2v1
m v1
d exp@ i~k1
m 2k¯1
m !L cos us# ,
~10!14452Q25
u2
m v2
d ei(f2
d
2f2
m )2v2
m u2
d
v2
m v2
d ei(f2
d
2f2
m )2u2
m u2
d exp@2i~k2
m 2k¯2
m !L cos us# .
~11!
Here r↑5q↑ cos u/(kF cos us), r↓5q↓ cos uA /(kF cos us), Z1
5Z10 /cos us , and Z25Z20 /cos us with Z105mU0 /\2kF and
Z205mP/\2kF . In Eqs. ~5!–~11!, all the wave vectors of
electronlike and holelike quasiparticles in the two SC regions
have been replaced by kF except those appearing in the ex-
ponents. For spin-down electrons incident on the interface at
x50, a↑ and b↓ can be similarly obtained, having symmetric
expressions compared with Eqs. ~5!–~11!. Besides, for an
incident electron with spin down, since its wave vectors are
always smaller than those of the hole due to AR (q↓,q↑), u
is always greater than uA and there is no virtual AR for any
incident angle.
The tunneling conductance of an NM/s-wave SC junction
has been given by the BTK theory,21 with the contribution of
AR being included. The BTK approach is readily extended
to the spin-dependent transport through an FM/d-wave SC
junction, and the differential conductance is given by20
G~u!5G↑1G↓5
2e2
h Re (s5↑ ,↓
3PsS 11 qs¯ cos uAqs cos u uas¯u22ubsu2D , ~12!
where P↑5(EF1h0)/2EF and P↓5(EF2h0)/2EF are the
polarizations in the FM for up and down spins, respectively,
and s¯ stands for the spin opposite to s. In the experiments,
the measured conductance is given by a weighted average
over contributions from all possible electron trajectories,
G5
1
2E2p/2
p/2
du cos uG~u!. ~13!
In what follows we calculate the conductance spectrum in
terms of Eqs. ~12! and ~13! together with Eqs. ~5!–~11!. Let
us first study effects of the exchange splitting on the conduc-
tance spectrum in the absence of BTRS in the SC and inter-
face roughness by taking Ds50 and Z250. Figure 2~a!
shows the normalized conductance G versus scaled energy
E/D0 for different h0 /EF . It is found that with increasing
the exchange splitting, the ZBCP is lowered rapidly and
evolved gradually into a set of zero-bias conductance dips
with surviving central peaks. As h0 /EF is increased to 0.999
~i.e., the FM becomes a half metal!, the central peak in the
ZBCD disappears. The drop of the zero-bias conductance
shown in Fig. 2~a! can be attributed to the fact that for a
given incident angle, with h0 /EF increased beyond a thresh-
old, the AR process for the incident electron with spin up
vanishes and only the AR of the spin-down electrons has
contributed to the ZBCP. Taking into account the condition
sin u.q↓ /q↑ with (q↓ /q↑)25(EF2h0)/(EF1h0), we get the
threshold for h0 /EF equal to cos2u/(11sin2u).
In the presence of BTRS surface states, by taking L5j
5\vF /pD0, the calculated results for Ds /Dd50.5 and 1 are
shown in Figs. 2~b! and ~c!, respectively. Two interesting0-3
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50 (a), 0.3 (b), 0.5 (c), 0.7 (d), 0.8 (e), 0.9 ( f ), and 0.999 ~g!
with Ds /Dd50 ~a!, 0.5 ~b!, and 1 ~c!. Here a5p/4, Z1050.5,
Z2050, and Dd /D050.5.14452features are found. First, the ZBCP is split into two peaks
due to the presence of the s-wave component at the surface
of the d-wave SC; the ZBCP splitting becomes large with
increasing Ds /Dd . This result indicates that the ZBCP split-
ting may appear at zero magnetic field, which is consistent
with the suggestion of Fogelstrom, Rainer, and Sauls.10 This
point can account for the experimental observations by
Convington et al.9 Second, the s-wave component will also
lower slightly the ZBCP height.
We now study effects of the interface roughness on the
differential conductance of FM/d-wave SC junctions. Figure
3~a! shows the normalized conductance spectra for different
Z20 by taking Ds50 and h0 /EF50.5. It is found that as the
interface roughness is increased by increasing Z20 , the
ZBCP is gradually lowered, and the ZBCD with surviving
central peak may appear. From this point, the effect of the
interface roughness is similar to that of the exchange split-
ting in the FM. The difference between them is that the in-
terface roughness has another important effect of resisting
FIG. 3. Normalized conductance spectra for different Z2050
(a), 0.1 (b), 0.3 (c), 0.5 (d), and 0.7 ~e! with ~a! Ds50 and
h0 /EF50.5, and ~b! Ds /Dd52 and h050. The other parameters
are the same as in Fig. 2.0-4
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With Z20 increased, the ZBCP splitting due to the BTRS
surface states becomes small and disappears gradually. As a
result, the interface roughness has at least two effects on the
conductance spectra: to resist the splitting of the ZBCP and
to lower the height of the ZBCP. From the discussions
above, it follows that whether the ZBCP splits into two peaks
is mainly determined by the competition between two fac-
tors. One is the BTRS due to the s-wave component at the
surface of the SC, which is favorable to the splitting of the
ZBCP; the other is the interface roughness that obstructs the
ZBCP splitting, as shown in Fig. 3~b!. The suppression effect
of the interface roughness on the ZBCP splitting results and
the competition between the above two factors may account
for inconsistent experimental reports. The ZBCP splitting
observed in some NM/SC junctions at zero magnetic field9
may be attributed to a strong BTRS and a weak interface
roughness, while the absence of the ZBCP splitting in other
NM/SC junctions even under applied magnetic fields2 or in
the FM/d-wave SC junctions15,16 may arise from the strong
suppression effect of rough interfaces. To make a compari-
son between the theoretical and experimental results,15,16 we
plot the calculated conductance spectra for a half metallic
FM/d-wave SC tunnel junction in Fig. 4, where h0 /EF
50.999 and different values of Z20 are taken. All the curves
exhibit the ZBCD behavior that is evidently a feature of the
half metallic FM electrode. In the absence of the interface
roughness (Z2050), curve a in Fig. 4 corresponds to curve g
in Fig. 2~a!. A central peak is induced at the ZBCD by the
interface roughness and the peak becomes gradually higher
with Z20 increased. It is found that the experimental curve in
Ref. 15 is like curve a in Fig. 4 while that in Ref. 16 is like
curve c or d, indicating that besides the exchange splitting in
the FM, the effect of the interface roughness plays an impor-
tant role in determining the shape of the conductance spec-
trum.
In summary we have employed an effective model to de-
scribe the roughness of the interfacial barrier and the broken
time-reversal symmetry states in FM/d-wave SC junctions. It
is shown that the exchange splitting in the FM and the inter-
face roughness can lead to a decrease of the zero-bias con-
ductance peak, in particular, the former may give rise to a14452zero-bias conductance dip. Another important result is that
the BTRS states in the SC may give rise to the ZBCP split-
ting, but the interface scattering due to barrier rough-
ness resists it. As a result, whether or not the zero-bias
conductance splits is determined by the competition
between them. The present calculated results can account
for the zero-bias conductance dip observed
experimentally in La2/3Ba1/3MnO3 /DyBa2Cu3O7 and
La2/3Ba1/3MnO3 /YBa2Cu3O72d junctions. In the present
model, we have neglected the spatial variation of the pair
potential in the SC due to proximity effects and the spin flip
of the spin-polarized currents. Inclusion of these effects
would be necessary for a complete theory, which merits fur-
ther study.
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FIG. 4. Normalized conductance spectra for different Z2050
(a), 0.02 (b), 0.03 (c), 0.05 (d), 0.07 (e), 0.1 ( f ), and 0.3 ~g!
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